QuietPerf™ Panel Options
2016

**PANEL TYPES:**
- Open end - Standard
- End Caped
- V-Ridged
- Finished 4 sides (perf)
- Framed 4 sides (solid border)
- Pan Style (for ceiling grid system)
- Hanging Baffle
- Optional Cloud Kit

**MATERIALS:**
- G-90
- A-60
- Aluminum
- Stainless Steel 304 or 316

**MATERIAL GAUGE:**
- Steel 22g – Standard
- Steel 20g
- Steel 18g
- Steel 16g
- Aluminum .040 – Standard
- Stainless Steel 22g

**PERFORATION TYPE:**
- Round 3/32” x 3/16 -22% open - Standard
- Slotted 41% open area
- Refer to Perf. Options Sheet

**PANEL FILL:**
- Fiberglass – Standard
- Mineral Wool
- Fill Protection:
  - Bagged
  - Spacer

**MOUNTING:**
- Flush
- 2” Offset
- 4” Offset

**BRACKET TYPE:**
- “J” and “Z” – Standard
- “J” and “J”
- “Z” and “Z”
- Back Mount Concealed “L”
- Back Mount Concealed “Z”

**STANDARD PANEL SIZES:**
- 2” Thick
  - 18”, 24”, 30”, 42”, 48”
- 3” Thick
  - 16”, 22”, 28”, 40”, 48”
- 4” Thick
  - 14”, 20”, 26”, 38”
- V-Ridge 2.5” thick
  - 18”, 24”, 30”, 42”, 48”
- Custom Sizes available.
- Max length 12’ - Standard
- For longer options contact factory

**OTHER OPTIONS:**
- Factory framed openings/notches